Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bradley Hay <drbhay@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 2, 2019 12:16 PM
Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Short term rental ad hoc

Here is the other ppt I described. It breaks down a conversion from a long term to short term rental. It describes how
short term rentals can increase available on street parking.
Because the document is larger than allowed for by the city, I have included a dropbox link.
For your enjoyment,
https://www.dropbox.com/s/bt2cbgcur6bphoj/812%20S%20Pacific.pptx?dl=0
Bradley Hay
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bradley Hay <drbhay@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 2, 2019 12:07 PM
Shannon Vitale
Short term rental ad hoc committee
02-08-16 Parking Study M Baker.pdf; 800 Block Parking Study ONLY PARKING STUDY
copy.pptx

Happy New Year Shannon,
I have been asked to provide you a couple documents (for the record) regarding short term rental parking. The first is a parking study
completed in February 2016 regarding parking at the 800 block of S Pacific St. It breaks down parking on S Pacific and Tait St on a
peak holiday weekend and a normal weekday.
Also included, is a short presentation summarizing the study. I will be sending a separate email with a ppt describing how a
conversion from a long term to a short term rental can increase on street parking.
Thank you,
Bradley Hay
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My name is Nathan Dorn and I am the on-site residential manager, full time, year round
at Lands End, which resides in Coastal Zone D4-A, 308 South The Strand. We have both
full time residents and short-term rentals on our multi unit property. Comprising of
thirteen long-term apartments and eight vacation rentals. We have been a family owned
and operated business since 2004. Before that we vacationed at this same property
annually since 1996. Lands End has been providing memories not only for our family but
also to other visiting families from all over the world for many years.
I am unable to attend the committee meeting scheduled 1/29/19. I was able to
speak at a previous meeting and greatly appreciated the council’s consideration. I
would like to briefly discuss some of the proposed regulations.
1. ROOM OCCUPANCY, 2 per room, plus two (with exemption of crib or pack-nplay). It sounds like this is the current consensus of the new agreed upon
max occupancy and I am completely on board as that is the way we have
been operating for the past 14 years. If this goes any lower many families
and long time guests would no longer be able to stay at our property.
2. ON-SITE PARKING ONLY. We have one small garage assigned to each of our
vacation rentals. It was this way since the 1990’s when we as a family
vacationed here at Lands End. We have been dependent on guest parking
permits provided by the city for vehicles that do not fit in these garages. It is
not often they are needed but they are indeed needed. SUV’s and minivans
are largely popular amongst families.
If no off-site parking is allowed I really don’t know what will happen to our
long-time guests that have been coming for decades, watching their children
grow here in Oceanside at Lands End. I will have to tell them they are no
longer able to stay here because their vehicle doesn’t fit. And many of the
times the guest is unsure if he or she will fit until they arrive and decide if
they are comfortable parking in the small garage. We have never abused the
parking passes or been an issue with our neighbors. We take great pride in
being good neighbors.
South Pacific Street was the only street brought up in the previous meeting,
but I wanted to make sure you guys noted that is seems like there is a few
bad apples that is making a mess of things. It also seems like all the issues
reside on South Pacific, south of Wisconsin St. We do not deal parking issues
on our block of South Pacific like that at all. There was not one resident on
our stretch of South Pacific that spoke out at the meetings. In our 14 years we
have never had a resident on South Pacific voice any concerns about
vacationers or guests parking on the street. At minimum, please consider
adopting Carlsbad’s policy of parking onsite whenever feasible. We are
already implementing this policy. It would be unfair to us as long-time
upstanding business owners and to the families that travel far and wide to
visit Oceanside. Just please keep in mind that many properties like ours were
built in the 1940’s or earlier where parking onsite wasn’t developed with our
modern vehicles in mind. It is literally impossible for us to expand our

parking garages or offer any further onsite parking due to support beams
and the layout of our property. As mentioned before we offer long-term
apartments. They are not provided any garage, with those leases they are
entitled to receive parking passes and park on the street. If we were to
convert all our rooms to long term apartments this would result in at
minimum sixteen more parking passes being issued to allow parking on the
street at any point when the resident or their guests are at home. Even if my
apartments had garages, they would not opt to park there, they would use it
for storage since our units are small in size, and lack closet space. It really
seems more reasonable for me to have passes that I use only when necessary
for a vacationer, then to have more long term, full time vehicles parked on
Pacific.
If only onsite parking is allowed this will dramatically impact the many
vacationers that come to Lands End to visit their family members stationed
at Camp Pendleton. I will now have to tell them their serving son or daughter
is not allowed to park on the street when visiting, that doesn’t seem right.
Also, many guests prefer to use the single assigned garage for their expensive
belongings when attending the Ironman Marathon, or Super Girl Surf
competition, or several other events that happen in our neighborhood.
During these times it is also imperative to allow our guests to park on the
street if they choose.
Lastly, regarding the parking, we regularly deal with road closures due to
debris on the road (high tides bring rocks to the road) or closures for events
like the Turkey Trot, Ironman, 4th of July, etc. During those times all my
guests are forced to park on the street and offsite as the only road leading to
the property is closed. Off-site parking is imperative when there is no other
solution. At minimum I ask that you mirror Carlsbad’s ordinance and allow
offsite parking when it is not feasible.
3. MINIMUM NIGHT STAY. We enforce a 3-night minimum. Even with that we
primarily rent monthly and weekly. But during the past meeting I heard the
talks that young, party people and not family’s stay 2-nights. Many parents
can only escape on the weekends because of school schedules. I think many
families are only able to stay 2-nights. So even though we enforce an even
longer nightly minimum I would suggest keeping it to at least a 2-night
minimum.
4. LIMITING VACATION RENTALS OWNED BY AN INDIVIDUAL. We are a
family owned property. We already do our best to maintain a balance of fulltime and short-term units. We already weigh heavier on the long-term side. I
do not feel that limiting and punishing an already existing, cooperating, and
law abiding owner is fair. This would have had a direct impact on the
decision to purchase this property. I do not see the benefit of creating such a
restriction. We pay our share of transient tax and STR’s have such a strong
financial impact on our city’s economy.

I conclude with the idea that North Coast Village seems to be close to being
offered exemption to any new rules or ordnances regarding STRs. We too have
24/7-onsite management. Our contact info is large and posted in public view. We
too are self-governed and have strict rules and policies in place for our guests
and tenants. We have never had a formal complaint or been an issue with the
city in our 14 years. I hope that you also provide exemptions for properties that
have 24/7 onsite management and have never been a burden to the city.
I am sad to hear that a few bad apples have really made some residents angry.
The most vocal of complaints had to do with large parties/gatherings and events
and issues that can accompany such things. We only have one bedroom’s and
studios on our property. This limits how many guests we allow per room. With strict
onsite management, parties simply do not take place. We do not allow large groups of
guests, weddings or events. We primarily rent to families and retirees.
I am raising my 11-month-old son and my 3-year-old daughter onsite. I only want the
safest, most family friendly environment for them and our residents. I assure you, we
will continue to be good neighbors and responsible business owners. I hope you do
not punish the good guys by burdening us with regulations and ordinances that will
destroy the way we currently offer great service to our guests who enjoy this city and
continue to help boost our economy.
Thank you for your time.
-Nathan Dorn
Residential Manager
Lands End Vacation Rentals & Apartments
308 South The Strand

Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shant Kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 5:03 PM
Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
STR and AHC

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hello Jeff and Shannon
Thanks for the recent updates. Reading through the recent email and matrix what I had heard about the second
meeting appears to be true in that the reasonableness of various ideas has taken a nearly one sided approach. I
had asked this before and do not recall if it was ever answered: are any of the AHC members STR owners? Can
you imagine the criticism and concern if each member was a STR owner? Fair representation is critical
especially since the STR community is the minority in this situation and your decisions effect our livelihoods
and the livelihoods of others. I have said it before and I’ll say it again: this is a solution in search of a problem.
A fair and balanced and reasonable approach is needed and it’s unfortunately turning out not to be that.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Respectfully
Shant
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tige Kahler <tk@kahlerusa.com>
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 7:06 PM
Shannon Vitale
Staff Report discrepancy in TOT data
2018-19_Budget_p25.pdf; STR-HOTEL_Rev_graph_data.jpg

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Planner Vitale,



Page 25 of the 2018-2019 Operating Budget states total Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) fell from
$7,066,170 (2017) to $6,995,000 (2018) = loss of $71,170. See attached.
The Jan-29-2019 Staff Report, p.6, states "...TOT revenue (including TOT generated from STRs and
hotels/motels) increased 6.03% in fiscal year 2017-2018."

The Staff Report states a 6% gain; the City states a $71K loss. Why is there a TOT discrepancy between Staff
and City?
I attached a graph with STR TOT data supplied by Financial Services. The graph shows a clear trend: STRs are
cannibalizing hotel revenue and a net TOT loss. Will this information be supplied to the AHC?
2017-2018 TOT Revenue Gain/Loss:
$543,743 STR Revenue GAIN
(614,913) Hotel Revenue LOSS
-----------------------------------------(71,170) NET TOT Loss
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

STR
917,738
1,082,489
1,359,008
1,614,945
1,926,257
2,470,000

Hotel
3,321,448
3,624,984
4,591,702
4,959,234
5,139,913
4,525,000

Total
4,239,186
4,707,473
5,950,710
6,574,179
7,066,170
6,995,000

https://dev.ci.oceanside.ca.us/gov/finance/opbudget.asp
Tige Kahler
1637 S Pacific St
On Wed, Jan 23, 2019 at 3:25 PM Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,
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The third and final Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee Meeting to discuss policy recommendations
regarding the regulation STRs will be held next Tuesday (January 29th) from 3pm to 6 pm in the City
Council Chambers. Please note that public testimony is scheduled at the beginning of the meeting.

Here is a link to the agenda packet (including the agenda, staff report and attachments):
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=48949

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to submit comments prior to the meeting.

Thank you for your interest and participation in this process!

Best,
Shannon

Shannon Vitale, Planner II
City Of Oceanside
Development Services Department
300 N. Coast Highway
Oceanside, CA 92054
760-435-3927
www.ci.oceanside.ca.us

All voicemail to and email to and from the City of Oceanside may be considered public information and may be disclosed upon request.
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Shant Kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 24, 2019 3:38 PM
Shannon Vitale
Jeff Hunt
Re: STR and AHC

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hello Shannon
I feel, as well as others, that there needs to be fair representation for both sides of the issue. The outcomes
couldn't be any more serious for STR owners. You must appreciate the fact that after we bought into a property
and spent tons of money, now the city is potentially changing the rules under which we purchased. And
potentially the ones making this recommendation have no STR ownership and are biased towards homeowners.
This is extremely concerning. As mentioned the second matrix has taken an ominous turn against STR owners.
Where is the balance in that and who is looking out for our interests? The vast majority of property owners in
Oceanside are not STR owners thus the minority concerns need fair representation. The tone and approach by
some on the committee is very concerning and the fair balance is not there. AHC members and anyone deciding
issues such as this should be impartial and unbiased. The trajectory of what's occurring is just the opposite. I
thought after the first meeting that things were heading in a decent direction. I didn't like everything I heard but
it was potentially doable. Since then things have gotten more extreme. This is unacceptable and I hope that
moderate minds prevail and all sides are equally considered.
Shant
On Thu, Jan 24, 2019 at 3:17 PM Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us> wrote:
Hi Shant,

Thank you for your comments. The STR Ad Hoc Committee (AHC) members were appointed by the Planning
Commission. I cannot speak as to whether they are STR owners or not.

City staff has been working diligently on an approach that staff feels is balanced and reasonable and will benefit the
City and its residents. Staff welcomes your comments and I will forward your email to the AHC for their consideration.

Best,
Shannon
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From: Shant Kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 5:03 PM
To: Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: STR and AHC

Hello Jeff and Shannon

Thanks for the recent updates. Reading through the recent email and matrix what I had heard about the second
meeting appears to be true in that the reasonableness of various ideas has taken a nearly one sided approach. I
had asked this before and do not recall if it was ever answered: are any of the AHC members STR
owners? Can you imagine the criticism and concern if each member was a STR owner? Fair representation is
critical especially since the STR community is the minority in this situation and your decisions effect our
livelihoods and the livelihoods of others. I have said it before and I’ll say it again: this is a solution in search of
a problem.
A fair and balanced and reasonable approach is needed and it’s unfortunately turning out not to be that.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Respectfully
Shant
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Burton <mikedianeburton5@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 24, 2019 9:05 AM
Shannon Vitale
Re: 3rd STR Ad Hoc Committee Meeting: January 29th 3-6pm

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hi Shannon
We own a 2 bedroom condo on Myers Street that we have been renting as a short term vacation rental for over
20 years now......we rent by the week ...and almost always to families. One of the bedrooms is huge, much
larger than most hotel rooms and we have 2 Queen size beds in the room. Many of our tenants would like to
have their small child in the same room with them, and others like to have their children sleep in this large room
while they occupy the master bedroom. Sometimes our guests request a portable crib be set up in their room. If
the limit of 2 persons per room was in force we would not be able to accommodate these families. For this
reason we would like to ask that you not include children in the 2 persons per bedroom limit that you are
considering.
Thank you!
Mike & Diane Burton

On Wed, Jan 23, 2019 at 4:27 PM Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,

The third and final Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee Meeting to discuss policy recommendations
regarding the regulation STRs will be held next Tuesday (January 29th) from 3pm to 6 pm in the City
Council Chambers. Please note that public testimony is scheduled at the beginning of the meeting.

Here is a link to the agenda packet (including the agenda, staff report and attachments):
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=48949

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to submit comments prior to the meeting.
1

Thank you for your interest and participation in this process!

Best,
Shannon

Shannon Vitale, Planner II
City Of Oceanside
Development Services Department
300 N. Coast Highway
Oceanside, CA 92054
760-435-3927
www.ci.oceanside.ca.us

All voicemail to and email to and from the City of Oceanside may be considered public information and may be disclosed upon request.
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nili Alben <nilir@cox.net>
Monday, January 28, 2019 4:51 PM
Shannon Vitale
'Mark Warr'; 'Brian Alben'
3rd STR Ad Hoc Committee Meeting: January 29th 3-6pm

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Shannon,
We are writing you again today in regards to the proposed new ordinance for short term
rentals in the City of Oceanside.
We are property managers of multiple units and also owners of a condo at North Coast
Village.
After reviewing the agenda packet for the meeting scheduled for tomorrow, we would like to
reemphasize and suggest that the main reasons for restricting STRs do not apply to North
Coast Village. North Coast Village is a self-governing condominium complex located within a
gated community that has 24/7 security. The on site patrol/security staff does an impressive
job in addressing the issues of parking, noise, garbage and occupancy in our complex, and
they make sure that those STR guests staying in our complex do not cause any issues for our
full time residents and neighboring home owners, of which there are very few, since our
complex is located in an isolated area at the end of Pacific Street next to the bridge. The HOA
management and board have establish detailed rules and regulations regarding rentals and
occupancy in the complex in addition to the 24/7 on site security staff. All of these issues are
addressed and paid for by owner monthly HOA dues, at NO additional cost to the City of
Oceanside.
It appears the City Council is considering exempting certain areas of the city from the new
ordinance and we would strongly suggest excluding North Coast Village specifically. We
would respectfully ask that these considerations be implemented for the benefit of not only
North Coast Village, but also for the benefit of the City and the hundreds of thousands of
dollars of tax revenue and tourism dollars that are derived annually from STRs in our complex.
We appreciate your efforts in making the City of Oceanside a better community. We hope that
during the upcoming planning session, that our suggestions as property owners and small
business owners are considered very carefully when suggesting how and who the proposed
ordinances will affect.
Thank you for your time in considering our request. If you would kindly forward this email to
the other members of the committee for their review that would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Brian & Nili Alben
Owners of Unit G-25 at North Coast Village
1

999 North Pacific Street
Oceanside, CA 92054
Oceanside Beach Vacations
www.oceansidebeachvacations.com

From: Shannon Vitale [mailto:SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 3:24 PM
To: 'NiliR@cox.net'
Subject: 3rd STR Ad Hoc Committee Meeting: January 29th 3-6pm

Dear Interested Party,
The third and final Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee Meeting to discuss policy recommendations regarding
the regulation STRs will be held next Tuesday (January 29th) from 3pm to 6 pm in the City Council Chambers. Please
note that public testimony is scheduled at the beginning of the meeting.
Here is a link to the agenda packet (including the agenda, staff report and attachments):
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=48949
Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to submit comments prior to the meeting.
Thank you for your interest and participation in this process!
Best,
Shannon

Shannon Vitale, Planner II
City Of Oceanside
Development Services Department
300 N. Coast Highway
Oceanside, CA 92054
760-435-3927
www.ci.oceanside.ca.us
All voicemail to and email to and from the City of Oceanside may be considered public information and may be disclosed upon request.
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

james lawrence <lot129@gmail.com>
Monday, January 28, 2019 7:55 PM
Shannon Vitale
Oceanside STRs AdHoc
Ordinance 99-300 - Transient Private Home Rental.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hi Shannon,
I’m a property owner in Oceanside and I wanted to encourage the committee to consider looking at how Big
Bear Lake's city council addressed the issue of short term rentals a few years back. I believe they developed a
plan that is fair, realistic, and has worked very well over the years. They require a business license, a rental
inspection/certification, and occupancy taxes.
One of the issues we’re facing is how to address occupancy and I think Big Bear Lake came up with a very
reasonable solution. They base occupancy on square footage. They allow one guest per 200sqft. See the actual
ordinance below:
The maximum occupancy of a transient private home rental shall be one (1) person per 200 hundred (200)
square feet of building area, excluding garages or other accessory buildings; provided, however, that in no
case may the occupancy of a transient private home rental unit exceed sixteen (16) people.
I’ve attached a copy of the entire ordinance for your review.
I think this approach makes a ton of sense for Oceanside specifically because many STRs, especially on the
beach or strand are small, but have many tiny bedrooms. Allocating guests based on number of bedrooms isn’t
always realistic on the coast. For example, my home has three bedrooms and is 2400sqft. Suggesting that my 3
bedroom is equal to the 1200sqft 3 bedroom home a few doors down from me doesn’t seem fair. Also, this
would address some of the issues we’ve heard about certain owners who over-crowd larger properties as well.
The property itself should govern the occupancy and the square footage should be the key determining factor
for number of guests. As I’ve said, the Big Bear policy works splendidly and has the right balance between
regulation, occupancy and benefits to the rental guest and those who live in the community full time.
I purchased a home on the beach in Oceanside precisely because it’s a vacation community, so that I could
enjoy Oceanside with my family and also have the option to rent it should I choose to. While I am certainly in
favor of rules that improve everyone’s quality of life in Oceanside, my hope is that the committee will respect
the locals, like myself, who have invested our time and money into making our Oceanside properties something
that raises the overall level of quality here. I’m sure not everyone who lives and/or rents in Oceanside has
always been a good neighbor. However, I want to ensure you that many of us who support STRs and a less
restrictive policy, are committed to the community of Oceanside and continuing to improve it. An enforceable
good neighbor policy should be enough to address those who take advantage. I would ask that the committee
consider taking a slow and measured approach to STR policy unlike some other cities that have unfortunately
caused so much disunity and litigiousness by imposing new rules that penalize those who have actually invested
in making the community a better place.
1

Thank you for taking the time to hear my thoughts. I know the committee has a tough job and I’m sure they’ll
carefully consider the best path forward.
Best Regards,
James
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jneft@aol.com
Monday, January 28, 2019 4:51 PM
Shannon Vitale
Exemption of North Coast Village from future STR regulations

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Shannon: I want to give my endorsement to Mark Warr's email letter to you.
North Coast Village is a completely self contained development that should not
negatively impact the surrounding neighborhood if short term rentals are allowed
to continue with the current regulations. So, I hope you will give consideration
to exempting North Coast Village from future STR regulations.
Sincerely,
Jerry Neft
Owner, Unit G23
North Coast Village
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Hunt
Monday, January 28, 2019 4:33 PM
Shannon Vitale
FW: short term rentals

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

FYI.
Jeff Hunt, AICP
City Planner
City of Oceanside, CA

From: Deanna Lorson <DLorson@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 4:11 PM
To: Jonathan Borrego <JBorrego@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: FW: short term rentals
Fyi
From: linda spanski <lspanski@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 3:55 PM
To: City Council <Council@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: short term rentals

Dear Oceanside City Council Members:
As you consider how to regulate AirBnB type short term rentals, please consider the wishes of neighbors. I am
strongly opposed to short term rentals with no owner on the premises. It’s often party time when out-oftowners come to the beach. This means loud parties, disregard for neighbors’ property and other bad
behavior. I’m thankful that my condo rules prohibit such rentals but they have an impact on all of us when
investors buy residential housing that would otherwise be occupied by families who would buy and (hopefully)
work locally year round. What good are zoning laws if a mini-hotel is allowed next door?
This is a huge quality of life issue that more and more cities are regulating because they are seeing the
negative effects of this scheme.
Thank you for considering my opinion.
Linda Spanski
2154 S Coast Hwy
Oceanside
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Linda Walshaw <lindaslegal@att.net>
Monday, January 28, 2019 8:49 AM
Eileen Costa; Ward760; Michelle Gomez; Jordy Sparks; Garcia, Piedad; Eftekhari, Alisha;
Dr. Rafe Edward Trickey, Jr.
George Rivera; Margery Pierce; Angie Hanifin; Christopher Rodriguez; Shannon Vitale
Re: San Diego was the Second Most Popular California Destination for Airbnb Users Last
Year

I spoke on this at last week's Council meeting, particularly on how rent-controlled mobile homes are being used
as B&B's and being misreported in annual reports by park owners / homeowners. Every home that's not owner
occupied is one less rent-controlled home available for someone who needs housing. I'll be attending the Ad
Hoc meeting on this Jan. 29 @ 3PM.
Linda
On Monday, January 28, 2019, 7:11:33 AM PST, Dr. Rafe Edward Trickey, Jr. <rtrickey@drtrickey.org> wrote:

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/tourism/sd-fi-airbnb-sandiego-earnings-20190128-story.html

“San Diego was the second most popular California destination for Airbnb users last year, bringing hosts $213
million in income, the home sharing platform reported.

While local residents also earn money from a number of other online platforms like HomeAway, Airbnb is the
dominant player in the California market.

In 2018, some 1 million guests stayed in Airbnb rentals throughout San Diego County, which translated into the
more than $200 million that hosts received for rented rooms and whole homes, Airbnb said.
Among the most popular origin cities for Airbnb guests staying in the county were Los Angeles, San Diego, San
Francisco, Phoenix and Las Vegas. Among countries, the U.S. led the pack, followed by Canada, Great Britain,
Germany and Mexico, according to Airbnb…
In the city of San Diego, the City Council also enacted last year tough new regulations similar to L.A’s, but
a successful referendum petition drive led by the home sharing platforms forced the council to withdraw their
regulations, which would have gone into effect this year.

1

It’s unknown when the City Council or the mayor’s office will launch a new effort to regulate vacation rentals.
There are an estimated 11,000 short-term rentals in the city of San Diego, with the highest concentrations in the
city’s coastal communities.”

Dr. Rafe Edward Trickey, Jr.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is confidential, only meant for the intended recipient of
the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. Unless otherwise noticed or approved, any
non-intended-recipient review, or any dissemination, distribution, forwarding or copying of this message is
strictly prohibited.
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dr. Rafe Edward Trickey, Jr. <rtrickey@drtrickey.org>
Monday, January 28, 2019 7:11 AM
Eileen Costa; Ward760; Michelle Gomez; Linda Walshaw; Jordy Sparks; Garcia, Piedad;
Eftekhari, Alisha
George Rivera; Margery Pierce; Angie Hanifin; Christopher Rodriguez; Shannon Vitale
San Diego was the Second Most Popular California Destination for Airbnb Users Last
Year
Now we know just how popular San Diego is for Airbnb visits - The San Diego UnionTribune.pdf

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/tourism/sd-fi-airbnb-sandiego-earnings-20190128-story.html
“San Diego was the second most popular California destination for Airbnb users last year, bringing hosts $213
million in income, the home sharing platform reported.
While local residents also earn money from a number of other online platforms like HomeAway, Airbnb is the
dominant player in the California market.
In 2018, some 1 million guests stayed in Airbnb rentals throughout San Diego County, which translated into the
more than $200 million that hosts received for rented rooms and whole homes, Airbnb said.
Among the most popular origin cities for Airbnb guests staying in the county were Los Angeles, San Diego, San
Francisco, Phoenix and Las Vegas. Among countries, the U.S. led the pack, followed by Canada, Great Britain,
Germany and Mexico, according to Airbnb…
In the city of San Diego, the City Council also enacted last year tough new regulations similar to L.A’s, but
a successful referendum petition drive led by the home sharing platforms forced the council to withdraw their
regulations, which would have gone into effect this year.
It’s unknown when the City Council or the mayor’s office will launch a new effort to regulate vacation rentals.
There are an estimated 11,000 short-term rentals in the city of San Diego, with the highest concentrations in the
city’s coastal communities.”
Dr. Rafe Edward Trickey, Jr.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is confidential, only meant for the intended recipient of
the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. Unless otherwise noticed or approved, any
non-intended-recipient review, or any dissemination, distribution, forwarding or copying of this message is
strictly prohibited.
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diana Long <sommerslong@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 7:35 AM
Shannon Vitale
STR's meeting

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Ms. Vitale,
I just reviewed the STR Ad Hoc Committee Meeting packet and wanted to let you know personally how well North Coast
Village manages their STR’s.
My family owns F5, a condo in North Coast Village that faces out towards the harbor. After owning the condo as a
second vacation home for over 10 years, my parents moved there full time and enjoyed their final years at North Coast
Village. If anyone tried to park on the frontage road they were quickly cleared out by HOA security, and if my folks or
other permanent neighbors saw a towel hanging out they were on the phone to HOA and it was taken care of
immediately!
I saw that you mentioned an exemption for North Coast Village in the packet.
In my opinion, the rules at North Coast Village are much stricter than those outlined and not only enforced by HOA but
policed by the permanent residents!
As you can imagine with such great service, the HOA fees on our small condo are astronomical. My sisters and I must
now rent the condo to keep it in the family and would greatly appreciate your committee considering an exemption for
North Coast Village. And from the taxes we pay to the City of Oceanside, I can only imagine that it is an important
source of revenue.
I would like to thank every STR Ad Hoc Committee member for taking on this important issue. I’m so proud of how
Oceanside has grown, and feel very blessed to have such a safe place for my parents to live and to vacation with my
family and friends.
Best regards,
Diana Sommers Long
(daughter of long time Oceanside residents David & Jodie Sommers)
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim West <jwestfam@sbceo.org>
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:32 AM
Shannon Vitale
Short Term Rentals and North Coast Village

From: Jim West [mailto:jwestfam@sbceo.org]
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2019 4:46 PM
To: swestfluteplayer@gmail.com
Subject: STR restrictions my response

Dear Ms. Vitale,
I am forwarding the email below to you because I firmly believe what it says.
My wife and I started out as vacationers at North Coast Village over twenty years ago. We were so enamored with the
property that we bought a one bedroom unit a little further back with no ocean view. When we were not using it
ourselves, we rented it out as a short term vacation rental.
We soon became well aware of the pride and care provided the complex manager, Joe Valenti , his staff and the condo
association board. Everything they do is top notch and first class. The reason is that they want the property to continue
to be a vacation/residence oasis. Because of this, we kept an eye out for resales and were able to upgrade to a two
bedroom unit on the north end with an ocean view which we continued to use as a vacation rental.
Applying short term rental restrictions to North Coast Village will deprive many owners like us of the opportunities for
ownership. We could not afford the mortgage, HOA fees, maintenance, and necessary upgrades without the option for
short term renting. While we do not have a positive cash flow, we bring enough to stay afloat. This allows us to use the
unit occasionally when it is not rented and also makes it available to vacation renters on a short term basis. These short
term renters bring more cash flow to Oceanside than long term tenants because they tend to spend more on
restaurants, entertainment, and recreation per week than long term renters do mainly because those are the types of
activities vacationers seek out. In addition to that, they get a better value for their vacation by staying at North Coast
Village. A week at NCV can often cost them less than 3 or 4 days in one of the new resort type hotels thus making it
more likely for them return. The city of Oceanside obviously collects more money from them via Transient Occupancy
Taxes (TOTs) when they return
I have had three different property managers during the time we have owned at North Coast Village. All three of them
have impressed me with the efforts they make to screen the tenants, deal with any issues that arrive, and press me to
make upgrades and improvements to the property which in turn increases the value of the unit to me, the tenants and
the city.
Those efforts along with the ones outlined in the email below such as the fact that the property is gated, has a 24 hour
security force in place, and a management office that handles 90% of the check-ins where the tenants are informed of
the rules, regulations, occupancy limits, parking restrictions and the necessity of being “’good neighbors” while on
vacation are all viable reasons for allowing STRs at North Coast Village.
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I would like to also point out that few if any of the neighboring motels, hotels or resort- like properties that have been
built around the pier harbor areas do any of the above yet they are allowed to rent out their rooms and suites for
whatever time periods they wish.
While I greatly appreciate the issues and problems regarding STRs that you and the committee are trying to address in
an effort to make sure Oceanside is a desirable place to both live or visit, it is clear that North Coast Village is “horse of a
different color” not part of the problem.
As such, I urge you to exempt it from any STRs that you develop.
Sincerely,
Jim West
North Coast Village owner
Dean, Counseling and Matriculation, Allan Hancock College (retired)

Email from Mark Warr:
Dear Shannon,
I am writing you again today in regards to the proposed new ordinance for short term rentals in Oceanside. I
am a property manager that represents 53 units located in North Coast Village and I have been
visiting/vacationing in the city of Oceanside since I was a young boy (My family lives in Utah). I have done my
best to stay familiar with the concerns that residents of the city have when it comes to STRs (Parking, Trash,
Noise, Overcrowding, etc). After reviewing the agenda packet for the meeting scheduled for tomorrow I would
like reemphasize and suggest that the main reasons for restricting STRs do not apply to North Coast Village.
It is a self-governing condominium complex located within a gated community that has 24/7 security. The on
site patrol/security does a fantastic job at already handling these issues (parking, noise, garbage) in our
complex, and they make sure that those STR guests staying in the complex do not cause any issues for our
full time residents and neighboring home owners. The HOA management and board have establish detailed
rules and regulation surrounding STRs in the complex to help in addition to the 24/7 security which has
function very well for the 20+ years I have been associated with the complex.
It appears the city council is considering exempting certain areas of the city from the new ordinance and I
would strongly suggest excluding North Coast Village specifically. I would respectfully ask that that these
considerations be implemented for the benefit of not only North Coast Village but also for the city and the tax
revenue that is derived from STRs in the complex. I appreciate your efforts to make the city of Oceanside
better and I would hope that during the upcoming planning session the benefits purposed in the the Power
Point are considered very carefully when suggesting how and who the proposed ordinances will effect.
Thank you for your time in considering my request. If you would kindly forward this email to the other members
of the committee for their review that would be very appreciated.
Regards,
Mark Warr

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Warr <markwarr@on-the-sand.com>
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 2:13 PM
Shannon Vitale
North Coast Village: Request for Exemption -3rd STR Ad Hoc Committee Meeting

Dear Shannon,
It sounds like you did not receive the email I sent a few days ago. I hope this one makes it to you. I
have copied and pasted my previous email below.
I am writing you again today in regards to the proposed new ordinance for short term rentals in
Oceanside. I am a property manager that represents 53 units located in North Coast Village and I
have been visiting/vacationing in the city of Oceanside since I was a young boy (My family lives in
Utah). I have done my best to stay familiar with the concerns that residents of the city have when it
comes to STRs (Parking, Trash, Noise, Overcrowding, etc). After reviewing the agenda packet for the
meeting scheduled for tomorrow I would like reemphasize and suggest that the main reasons for
restricting STRs do not apply to North Coast Village. It is a self-governing condominium complex
located within a gated community that has 24/7 security. The on site patrol/security does a fantastic
job at already handling these issues (parking, noise, garbage) in our complex, and they make sure
that those STR guests staying in the complex do not cause any issues for our full time residents and
neighboring home owners. The HOA management and board have establish detailed rules and
regulation surrounding STRs in the complex to help in addition to the 24/7 security which has function
very well for the 20+ years I have been associated with the complex.
It appears the city council is considering exempting certain areas of the city from the new ordinance
and I would strongly suggest excluding North Coast Village specifically. I would respectfully ask that
that these considerations be implemented for the benefit of not only North Coast Village but also for
the city and the tax revenue that is derived from STRs in the complex. I appreciate your efforts to
make the city of Oceanside better and I would hope that during the upcoming planning session the
benefits purposed in the the Power Point are considered very carefully when suggesting how and
who the proposed ordinances will effect.
Thank you for your time in considering my request. If you would kindly forward this email to the other
members of the committee for their review that would be very appreciated.
Regards,
Mark Warr
--

On-The-Sand.com

801-704-9449
Toll: 866-263-7225
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rent@on-the-sand.com
http://on-the-sand.com/
Oceanside Beach Vacations
(760) 940-8337
reservation@OceansideBeachVacations.com
http://OceansideBeachVacations.com/
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Hunt
Wednesday, January 30, 2019 8:41 AM
Shannon Vitale
FW: Oceanside Vacation Rental regulations

FYI.
Jeff
From: Peter Weiss <PWeiss@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 8:33 AM
To: Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Jonathan Borrego <JBorrego@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Oceanside Vacation Rental regulations
fyi
From: Nate Benedetto <nate@sparklefri.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 9:22 PM
To: City Council <Council@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: Oceanside Vacation Rental regulations
Dear City Council Members,
I learned about the meeting today through the Union Trib article but I regretfully could not attend.
I bought a condo in South Oceanside in 2013 and have enjoyed using it with my family as well as hosting guests as a
vacation rental.
I have paid @$20,000 in TOT and OTMD tax in the last 5 years. I’m a good neighbor and I’m sensitive to long term
tenants and owners around me. If this is truly the ‘wild west’ with other folks not paying TOT taxes then I’m sure you
could cover the salary of a full time enforcer by fining the violators. If the violators start to comply in future years the
increased revenue would cover the cost of enforcement. I don’t think you need to implement a hefty vacation rental
registration fee just to pay for the salary of the enforcer. You would be penalizing the folks who have been good tax
paying citizens in the past in order to try catch the current and future violators.
There is a way for vacation rentals to coexist peacefully with long term tenants and owners. I’m ok with a 3 night
minimum, especially on single family homes. That makes sense. 1 night stays belong in hotels.
If there are problem homes with noisy guests, I would support a 3 strikes policy in cooperation with the police
department. Could something like this work? 3 noise complaints in a year = 1 year suspension where vacation rentals
are prohibited at that address.
Best,
Nate Benedetto
760.213.9973
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Dear Shannon,
I am writing you again today in regards to the proposed new ordinance for short term rentals in
Oceanside. We have owned a unit at (NCV)North Coast Village since 1996 and without STR’s would
cause a significant financial burden for us. The HOA fees have increased from 200 to over 600 dollars a
month to assure that the facility is kept up to date and provide excellent security both of which are an
asset to Oceanside reputation as a desirable vacation location. After reviewing the agenda packet for
the meeting scheduled for tomorrow I would like reemphasize North Coast Village and suggest that the
main reasons for restricting STRs do not apply to North Coast Village. It is a self-governing condominium
complex located within a gated community that has 24/7 security. The on site patrol/security does a
fantastic job at already handling these issues (parking, noise, garbage) in our complex, and they make
sure that those STR guests staying in the complex do not cause any issues for our full time residents and
neighboring home owners. The HOA management and board have establish detailed rules and
regulation surrounding STRs in the complex to help in addition to the 24/7 security which has function
very well for the 20+ years I have been associated with the complex.
It appears the city council is considering exempting certain areas of the city from the new ordinance and
I would strongly suggest excluding North Coast Village specifically. I would respectfully ask that that
these considerations be implemented for the benefit of not only North Coast Village but also for the city
and the tax revenue that is derived from STRs in the complex. I appreciate your efforts to make the city
of Oceanside better and I would hope that during the upcoming planning session the benefits purposed
in the the Power Point are considered very carefully when suggesting how and who the proposed
ordinances will effect.
Thank you for your time in considering my request. If you would kindly forward this email to the other
members of the committee for their review that would be very appreciated.
Regards,
Gerald K Morley

Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Duby <tymmyd@hotmail.com>
Friday, February 1, 2019 9:43 AM
Shannon Vitale
owner of unit in small condo bldg on North Strand

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hello Shannon,
I wanted to voice my opinion on the STR regulations that are under consideration. Our complex is a small 20
unit building and we don't have the resources or control mechanisms to monitor or enforce regulations for
vacation rentals. We have two owners that have turned their units into de facto hotels. It has disturbed the
quality of community as you can imagine. Often 8 to 10 people jamed into a 2 bedroom unit.
I believe small HOA's should be allowed to control their own destiny. If an HOA, via a vote, decides they don't
want these commercial operations in a residential community, they should be allowed to restrict these
commercial activities.
The cities STR regulations should allow individual HOA's to opt out of allowing "STR's" in their community.
17 of our 20 units have voted not to allow STR's. 2 units believe they have the city and coastal commission
supporting their position and are doing it anyway.
Thank you for your time in considering my request. Please forward this email to other members of the
committee.
Tim Duby
804 N. The Strand #5
760 404-0724
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

shant kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 10, 2019 12:40 AM
Shannon Vitale
Jeff Hunt
RE: STR and AHC

Hello Shannon and Jeff!
I want to thank you for communicating with me over these many months. I am dismayed at the direction the AHC has
taken and hope that moderate minds will prevail. I have written a summation of my concerns and hope you will forward
this to the relevant persons that are involved in deciding on any potential STR ordinance.
Respectfully,
Shant Kalanjian

Dear AHC and staff/committee members:
I want to thank you for taking the time to hear the concerns of the community and appreciate the challenges you
face in deciding how to proceed. I have been to two of the public hearings and am dismayed at seeing obvious
bias against STR owners. Initially there appeared to be some balance within the committee but it became
obvious that there is almost outright hostility or vitriol towards us. I posed the question at the last meeting
whether there was any representation on the AHC that owned a STR and no one answered. I would frame this
in a different way: what would you think the community outcry would be if all 3 members were STR
owners? It’s not to say you can’t be unbiased in making your decisions but as evident by the commentary when
putting together the matrix, some, not all, on the AHC have bias against STR’s. There have been numerous
comments made by some AHC members that show the lack of impartiality that should be required when
deciding something as important as this. Because of this lean within the committee, moderate voices are
drowned out. For example, during the first meeting, there was consideration given to exempting children from
occupancy or considering the square footage of the property. This seemed reasonable and a compromise. Yet
this consideration was completely thrown out of the window. Because of this decision I will lose upwards of
$30,000/year in income at my property. For a responsible owner such as me with no complaints, and one that
relies on the property income to continue owning it, this is a huge financial burden. As I have mentioned many
times before: There is no systemic issue given the data you have presented. It appears to me listening to the
community that the vast majority of complaints were about one owner, David Fischbach with Beachfront Only
Vacation rental. It isn’t fair that we will all suffer due to the actions of one person. These changes will
drastically affect my ability to own my home. I will likely not be able to afford it. I bought it with the current
regulations in mind and based my purchase on that. Specifically, the biggest items of concern:
1. Max occupancy. The 2+2 rule being considered isn’t fair at all. I will lose significant revenue as it is too
stringent. Almost every HOA already regulates this. Look at hotels that fit 5 in 250-300 sq ft
room. How is this fair? How about exempting kids? How about consider square footage when
deciding how many people can occupy a residence?
2. Permit fee: Highest out of all jurisdictions presented to us. Yet you want to base it on sq ft but my
occupancy allowance isn’t based on that. Not fair. I pay thousands $ in TOT’s. There is plenty of
money there to pay for this fee. Makes no sense to require STR owners to pay to enforce ourselves. If
it’s that important then add it to property taxes so all have to pay. You also want inspection fees. Yet
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long term rentals aren’t required to have these type of inspections. Seems like you are piling on fees
when not needed and are being punitive. Also, you seem to want to exempt certain STR’s like north
coast village. This is completely unfair as the cost for the rest of us will be much higher since they have
so many STR’s in there. Lastly, why do you need a full time officer for this when you only average 1
complaint a month?
3. Minimum stay. If you don’t allow the 2 night minimum I will lose a lot of money. This was a huge
issue when I bought my place as many HOA’s already have stringent rules on this, including my
place. Anything requiring 4 or more day minimums will ruin the STR market. Preferably if there is an
ordinance that this will be left off completely.
4. STR caps: No, please no. This would be harmful
5. 3 strikes policy: Incredibly punitive and harsh. Not to mention, what to do about frivolous complaints
or ones where a neighbor just doesn’t like having a STR in the neighborhood? You are playing with
peoples’ livelihoods as well as the livelihoods of individuals that service the properties ( i.e. cleaners,
handyman, etc.).
6. STR representation: are any of the AHC members STR owners? Can you imagine the criticism and
concern if each member was a STR owner? Fair representation is critical especially since the STR
community is the minority in this situation and your decisions effect our livelihoods and the livelihoods
of others. The city is potentially changing the rules under which we purchased. And potentially the
ones making this recommendation have no STR ownership and are biased towards homeowners. I
have said it before and I’ll say it again: this is a solution in search of a problem. A fair and balanced
and reasonable approach is needed.
Several other items to think about:
1. Why is this now an issue? What/who is prompting this? What objective criteria is being used to now
try and change current statute? Especially considering the low number of complaints
2. Let’s look at the facts: total of 64 complaints (code enforcement + PD) in over 4 years. Only 64. Some
will be frivolous due to animus and some duplicate or not even an STR. Even though Coastal areas
make up 75% of STR only 31 complaints in 4+ years (48%). Thus approx. 1 complaint a month for all of
Oceanside, with thousands of housed individuals. That’s assuming legitimate complaints. 1
complaint!!! The assertion that there is a surge of complaints or a systemic problem is patently false
3. Are there any conflicts of interest amongst the AHC members or planning commission members? Are
there any STR owners on the committees? We need balance on the committees to ensure all interests
are represented.
4. I bought where I bought because of the current state of regulations and rules. I spent 2 years finding
this home. It’s not fair now to change it on us. I won’t be able to afford owning this home
anymore. This will only hurt people like me. Especially with strict parking and occupancy caps and
minimum consecutive day stays. If there has to be some regulation for some reason I would hope
there would be a grandfather clause. Also note that the downstream effects of strict regulations
(cleaning crews, maintenance staff, restaurants, etc.), we will all suffer.
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5. Many HOA’s already self-regulate and have very restrictive rules on STRs or ban them outright. This
excess regulation is not necessary. I purposely avoided places that had occupancy caps or minimum
consecutive day stays. Allow the individual HOA’s to regulate this. Being restrictive only hurts
us. Minimum stay regulations will drastically hurt me/us. Please allow 2 or 3 day minimums as
anything more stringent will severely hinder or ruin the STR market. Also, just because my HOA isn’t
North Coast Village doesn’t mean we don’t have strict rules and close oversight. Please go after the 1
or 2 bad apples and don’t punish everyone for the actions of a few.
6. Occupancy caps are unfairly targeting STR’s. Look at any hotel with an average 250 sq. ft room that
can house 4-5 people with no restrictions, yet a 3 bedroom STR with nearly 1500 sq. ft may be
restricted to 7 people. Makes no sense. Some bedrooms can house 4 beds easily (i.e. bunk beds,
etc.). If you absolutely feel an occupancy cap is needed, please consider the square footage as
well. And also consider children being exempt from the total occupancy caps.

7. Please minimize the extra and unnecessary extra permit fees/inspection costs. At 11.5% TOT’s paid on
all rentals, there is plenty of money there to pay for whatever you feel is needed. Don’t punish us with
frivolous fees.

8. For the primary homeowner that may not rent their home out, a significant part of your property value
comes from the inherent value of your neighbor renting out their home. Also, a loss of tourism income
will ultimately lead to loss of services as well. As an investor, one may not be able to afford that
property any longer without rentals. I personally was looking to buy another property in Oceanside but
have stopped due to this issue. There will be an incredible loss in valuation to properties once an STR
ordinance goes into effect. Also strict regulations will not only effect my livelihood but the livelihood
of all in the industry from house cleaners on up. Effecting all!
9. For those that complain of owning a beach home in a tourist community and resist the renters, one
wonders why they live in such an area to begin with. Plus there are plenty of places in which HOA’s
restrict STR’s or inland places that don’t have as many visitors. This is akin to buying a mountain cabin
and complaining that there are bears and racoons.
10. A significant amount of money is generated from the high property taxes from high valuations, from
TOT and tourism in general (dining, recreation etc.). Restricting STR will only make this much
worse. Effecting all (property values, taxes, tourism, TOT).
11. This entire issue is a solution in search of a problem. There is no systemic problem and the facts don’t
support these ordinance changes. There may be a few bad actors and they should be dealt
with. Occupancy caps, minimum stays, parking regulations, excess fees are all harmful to the law
abiding and hardworking individuals that own STR’s and the vast majority are already regulated
strictly. The facts don’t support the draft regulations.
Sincerely,
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Shant Kalanjian
909-800-6101

From: Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2019 7:41 AM
To: 'Shant Kalanjian' <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Cc: Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: RE: STR and AHC
Good morning Shant,
Thank you again for your comments. I will forward them to the AHC.
Best,
Shannon
From: Shant Kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 3:38 PM
To: Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Cc: Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: Re: STR and AHC

Hello Shannon
I feel, as well as others, that there needs to be fair representation for both sides of the issue. The outcomes
couldn't be any more serious for STR owners. You must appreciate the fact that after we bought into a property
and spent tons of money, now the city is potentially changing the rules under which we purchased. And
potentially the ones making this recommendation have no STR ownership and are biased towards homeowners.
This is extremely concerning. As mentioned the second matrix has taken an ominous turn against STR owners.
Where is the balance in that and who is looking out for our interests? The vast majority of property owners in
Oceanside are not STR owners thus the minority concerns need fair representation. The tone and approach by
some on the committee is very concerning and the fair balance is not there. AHC members and anyone deciding
issues such as this should be impartial and unbiased. The trajectory of what's occurring is just the opposite. I
thought after the first meeting that things were heading in a decent direction. I didn't like everything I heard but
it was potentially doable. Since then things have gotten more extreme. This is unacceptable and I hope that
moderate minds prevail and all sides are equally considered.
Shant
On Thu, Jan 24, 2019 at 3:17 PM Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us> wrote:
Hi Shant,

Thank you for your comments. The STR Ad Hoc Committee (AHC) members were appointed by the Planning
Commission. I cannot speak as to whether they are STR owners or not.
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City staff has been working diligently on an approach that staff feels is balanced and reasonable and will benefit the
City and its residents. Staff welcomes your comments and I will forward your email to the AHC for their consideration.

Best,
Shannon

From: Shant Kalanjian <drjazzsk@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 5:03 PM
To: Jeff Hunt <JHunt@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Shannon Vitale <SVitale@ci.oceanside.ca.us>
Subject: STR and AHC

Hello Jeff and Shannon

Thanks for the recent updates. Reading through the recent email and matrix what I had heard about the second
meeting appears to be true in that the reasonableness of various ideas has taken a nearly one sided approach. I
had asked this before and do not recall if it was ever answered: are any of the AHC members STR
owners? Can you imagine the criticism and concern if each member was a STR owner? Fair representation is
critical especially since the STR community is the minority in this situation and your decisions effect our
livelihoods and the livelihoods of others. I have said it before and I’ll say it again: this is a solution in search of
a problem.
A fair and balanced and reasonable approach is needed and it’s unfortunately turning out not to be that.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Respectfully
Shant
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

shawn <sjmm@cox.net>
Friday, February 22, 2019 9:22 PM
Shannon Vitale
RE: STR Discussion at Housing Commission 02.26.19

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From Shawn Morrison 625 South Nevada St. Oceanside Ca 92054. We have 6 hotel houses in our residential
neighborhood we can see from our front porch. One next door,3 in a row from the corner of Ditmar and Wisconsin, one
almost across the street and one 1 block north. Those are the ones we can see. I’m sure there are more close by. If they
are all full that’s 50 people and at least 10 cars. But there can be 10 cars associated with just one so it could be 40 or
more cars. Hotel house managers and neighbor owners don’t take their trash out every week so trash piles up and flies
and rodents become an issue or trash cans are just left on the street or alley continuously. People come to party and
stay up late. It is common for hotel guest to turn our front yard into a staging area for there activities as they come and
go. Trash isn’t picked up. Many, many times we’ve had to call police or property managers after midnight after
listening to people party for many hours already. It is not uncommon for hotel guest to be loud thru dawn. Everyday is
the weekend, everyday is a three day weekend. While we live our lives 9-5 people are on vacation with no concern that
we exist. The hotel house next door sleeps 10 but has 3 bedrooms with I think a total of 6 beds. We had an inspection
done at one point because of issues and I asked the inspector how they could sleep 10. He said I don’t know maybe they
are sleeping in the bath tub, I cant do anything, I don’t know. So we have sleeps 10 next door but sometimes they have
10 more friends show up. Most have garages put they are converted to living space, laundry areas or people just wont
park in them. Sometimes guests just park on the lawn or sidewalk. We’ve called the city about lawn and side walk
parking and the answer get is well that’s ok or its street sweeping day. Or hotel guest don’t move their cars on street
sweeping day in front of our house so maybe it’ll get cleaned next month. The list goes on or little changes with our
complaints. Residents talk of moving or what a burden this is. I never thought I’d live in a hotel district buying a home in
residential neighborhood 10 blocks from the beach. Ironically ONCA now wants to limit what I can build here more strict
than existing city building code with some new bungalow district. Please help us enforce rules and penalties for loud
hotel guests.
From: Shannon Vitale
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2019 10:03 AM
To: 'shawn'
Subject: RE: STR Discussion at Housing Commission 02.26.19
Good morning Shawn,
You can send your comments directly to me and I can include them in the record.
Here is a direct link to the agenda: https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?blobid=49157 and
staff report: https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/staff_reports.asp?id=7101&t=sr&d=02-26-19&sr=88
Please let me know if you would like any additional information.
Best,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale, Planner II

City of Oceanside
Development Services Department | Planning Division
300 N. Coast Highway
Oceanside, CA 92054
760-435-3927
www.ci.oceanside.ca.us
All voicemail to and email to and from the City of Oceanside may be considered public information and may be disclosed upon request.

From: shawn <sjmm@cox.net>
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2019 7:35 AM
To: Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org>
Subject: RE: STR Discussion at Housing Commision 02.26.19
Where can I make comments on STR? And I couldn’t seem to find the agenda packet.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
From: Shannon Vitale
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2019 4:28 PM
To: 'sjmm@cox.net'
Subject: STR Discussion at Housing Commision 02.26.19
Interested Party,
A summary of the Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the regulations of STRs
will be going before the Housing Commission next Tuesday February 26th at 6:15pm. The meeting will take place in the
City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the Housing Commission to provide feedback and vote on the proposed
STR Permitting Options Matrix prior to going forward to the Economic Development Commission, Planning Commission
and City Council. Public testimony is welcome.
The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Housing Commission’s website:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/hc.asp
Please note that the most recent Permitting Options Matrix (Matrix) and Good Neighbor Policy (GNP) are included as the
last four pages of the staff report (older versions of the Matrix and GNP are attached to provide background
information).
Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information.
Best,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

gawitz@aol.com
Sunday, February 24, 2019 12:26 AM
Shannon Vitale
gawitz@aol.com; jason@nupacifica.com
Re: STR Discussion at Housing Commision 02.26.19 OK to share message!

Hi Ms Vitale: I am Gordon (Gordy) Witz, owner of one unit and Realtor who has
owned and sold as Realtor over 100 units at North Coast Village since 1989!
During this time I have been paying large HOA fees to keep our complex the
SOLUTION, NOT THE PROBLEM to bad short term tenants who use up off street
parking, produce noise pollution and trash problems! Please keep us EXEMPT
from-over strict STR rules!
Sincerely,
Your Coastal Specialist
Gordon Witz,
AT: Century 21 Mission
110 N Ditmar
Oceanside, CA 92054
Direct: 760-807-4488
----Original Message----From: Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org>
To: 'Gawitz@aol.com' <Gawitz@aol.com>
Sent: Thu, Feb 21, 2019 4:25 pm
Subject: STR Discussion at Housing Commision 02.26.19

Interested Party,

A summary of the Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the
regulations of STRs will be going before the Housing Commission next Tuesday February 26th at
6:15pm. The meeting will take place in the City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the
Housing Commission to provide feedback and vote on the proposed STR Permitting Options Matrix
prior to going forward to the Economic Development Commission, Planning Commission and City
Council. Public testimony is welcome.

The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Housing Commission’s website:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/hc.asp
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Please note that the most recent Permitting Options Matrix (Matrix) and Good Neighbor Policy (GNP)
are included as the last four pages of the staff report (older versions of the Matrix and GNP are
attached to provide background information).

Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information.

Best,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cody Myler <codymyler13@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 7, 2019 3:58 PM
Shannon Vitale
Re: STR discussion at EDC Meeting March 12 @ 3pm

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Warning: External Source

This is unfair and unwise to impose restrictions on revenue producing properties.
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive,biased against larger families and
exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests are all
family members:

The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa sleeper and one
person per twin bed.

This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow Oceanside
hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.

Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per bedroom. It is not
unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.

We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue generated
by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who have
for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.

Cody Myler
On Mar 7, 2019, at 6:46 PM, Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org> wrote:
Interested Party,
The Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the regulation of STRs
will be going before the Economic Development Commission (EDC) next Tuesday, March 12th at 3pm.
The meeting will take place in the City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the EDC to provide
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feedback and vote on the proposed STR Permitting Options Matrix prior to going forward to the
Planning Commission and City Council. Public testimony is welcome.
The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Economic Development Commission’s website:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/edc.asp
Thank you,
Shannon
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March 7, 2019
Oceanside City Council
Council@oceansideca.org
Re:

Proposed rule for Short Term Rental (“STR”) occupancy

Dear Oceanside City Council Members:
My name is Dix Jarman. I have owned a property (919 S. Pacific Street) in Oceanside for
more than 14 years. My family and I have enjoyed spending time in Oceanside over
these many years. As my children grew older, we have used our property as a short term
rental (“STR”) more and more, in order to offset the cost of ownership and continue to
maintain the home. This use as an STR has, I believe, been beneficial to not only me and
my family, but also to the City of Oceanside. We pay our temporary occupancy taxes
(“TOT”) on all STR revenues, which increases the tax base for the City. We help to bring
additional tourism to the City, which brings additional revenue for the City’s
restaurants, gas stations, and other businesses. The STR use of my home has also helped
support higher property values.
I am informed that the Oceanside City Council is considering a new rule for STR
occupancy, which proposed rule specifies a limit of two (2) people per bedroom plus two
(2) more per house. Under such a limitation, a three (3) bedroom home would be
limited to occupancy of eight (8) people, regardless of the number of beds in each
bedroom and the size of such beds. I strongly believe that the limits of this proposed rule
is short-sighted and does not consider all factors that should be considered by the City
Council. This rule will devastate rental rates and bookings, which will directly impact
the TOT revenues. Additionally, as rental rates and bookings are detrimentally
impacted, property values will decrease correspondingly, again leading to lower tax
revenues for local government and lower property values for ALL citizens and property
owners.
I understand the concerns of the City and those citizens interested in making sure that
STRs are safe and not a nuisance for neighbors. Certainly, I want to make sure that I am
a “good neighbor” and that any use of my property is not causing a nuisance. For those
reasons, I suggest a rule for STR occupancy that includes:




Two (2) people per Queen or King bed;
Two (2) people per Queen sofa sleeper; and
One (1) person per twin bed.
10091 Park Run Drive, Suite 190, Las Vegas, NV 89118 www.sunburstshutters.com
Office [702] 870-4488, Fax [702] 543-6966

The foregoing proposal is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It seems to me
that it would be an unfair business practice (even bordering on discriminatory) to allow
Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, particularly when STRs
are paying the identical TOT.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs have two Queen beds per bedroom
(space allowing). It is completely reasonable and logical to allow those bedrooms, with
two existing Queen beds, to house four (4) people per bedroom.
ALL stake-holders in this issue (including STR property owners like me, the City of
Oceanside, the beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and other property
owners) truly need the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy
limitation proposed by the ad-hoc committee for the City Council is far too restrictive.
Imposition of such a restriction will force many families who have vacationed in
Oceanside for decades to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
I respectfully request that you consider the foregoing and adopt a rule that is more fair
and reasonable, such as the one suggested above. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Dix Jarman

10091 Park Run Drive, Suite 190, Las Vegas, NV 89118 www.sunburstshutters.com
Office [702] 870-4488, Fax [702] 543-6966

Dear sirs and Madames,
I am stupefied as to why the city of Oceanside would restrict VRBO rentals in a way that
is not just and equal to Hotels in the municipality. I understand it is a controversial
subject that many feel is not being restricted or monitored competitively but the council
must realise that there are VRBO’s that have and do vet renters and obey the common
laws of decency running a VRBO in a residential area.
We own a VRBO that is in a home that we have owned for over 50 years and we
employ Oceanside Beach Rentals to manage our home and book our reservations. We
interviewed many VRBO Property managers and chose Oceanside Beach Rentals
because they rent responsibly to guests who are told about noise restrictions and do
not allow more guests than are reserved for. We are respectful of our neighbors and
have spoken to them as this last year progressed to see if they had any concerns or
annoyances. We received positive feedback that having our home rented was a
deterrent to vandalism, trespassing , noise disturbance all hours of the night and drug
use on the beach and sea wall. Our home is adjacent to the southern most beach
easement and we have suffered over the years so many disgusting, law breaking
occurrences that having our home rented on a regular bases has done nothing but
improve the neighbourhood. As the VRBO rental market is thriving we ask the council
to restrict occupancy to the same restrictions that hotels have.
2 people to one king bed
2 people to one queen bed
2 people to one queen sofa
1 person to a twin bed
The amount of bedrooms should not be a restriction if a room has a queen and bunk
beds for a family. Older homes such as ours have large bedrooms and can easily
accommodate such a set up. We do not want to abuse our home and are very
conscious of over using our home. It is a family vacation home that we have had to
rent to protect our property and afford the maintenance of a beach from home.
Please adopt this policy: two people per Queen or King bed, two people per Queen
sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed, the sam as Oceanside hotels.
Regards, Eliza Schreckenberger

Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Taylor <johntaylor1@cox.net>
Thursday, March 7, 2019 4:24 PM
Shannon Vitale
John Taylor

Warning: External Source

Shannon, deferring to the fire dept. for panhandle lots for STR’s what standards will you be using for road
width, my easement 15’-17’ wide 450 long, no hammer head turn around 5 house's & one ADU "one car at
time". Last summer when a talked to the fire inspector he said he would me happy to help me out, but he had no
regulations in place to enforce?
Thanks
John Taylor
760 722 3292
This works for me! with some kind of legal turn around.
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On Mar 7, 2019, at 3:47 PM, Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org> wrote:
Interested Party,
The Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the regulation of STRs
will be going before the Economic Development Commission (EDC) next Tuesday, March 12th at
3pm. The meeting will take place in the City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the EDC to
provide feedback and vote on the proposed STR Permitting Options Matrix prior to going forward to the
Planning Commission and City Council. Public testimony is welcome.
The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Economic Development Commission’s
website: https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/edc.asp
Thank you,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jeff Hunt
Monday, March 11, 2019 10:01 AM
Shannon Vitale
Jonathan Borrego
FW: STR consideration

Shannon,
Could you review all of the recent emails re occupancy and see how many provide a physical address? Preliminarily, it
seems the emails don’t seem to be including physical addresses, which implies they are from guests, not operators.
Jeff
From: Jonathan Borrego
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 9:31 AM
To: Peter Weiss
Cc: Jeff Hunt
Subject: RE: STR consideration
Yes, we’ve been receiving them all. The occupancy standard that we are proposing is consistent with what nearly all
other cities in the region use. Trying to monitor bed counts and bed sizes would be nearly impossible. Agreeing to what
is proposed would also necessitate revisiting our proposed parking standards. – Jonathan
From: Peter Weiss
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 9:22 AM
To: Jonathan Borrego ; Jeff Hunt
Subject: FW: STR consideration
FYI- lots of these coming in
From: mjhdillon@aol.com <mjhdillon@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 2:09 PM
To: City Council <Council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: STR consideration
Warning: External Source
I am a full time resident of So Pacific St, and as such have a unique understanding of the STR issues. I believe the
occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive,biased against larger families and exposes
Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests are all family
members:

The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen
sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice
to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are
paying the identical tot tax.
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Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen
beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to
allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need
the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc
committee is too restrictive. Families who have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to
take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
Thank you, Kim Dillon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Thursday, March 7, 2019 3:00 PM
Shannon Vitale; Jeff Hunt; Jonathan Borrego
Fwd: Occupancy rules

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Ric Tuttle <rictuttle@cox.net>
Date: March 7, 2019 at 2:22:42 PM PST
To: <Council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: Occupancy rules
Warning: External Source
________________________________
In light of Oceanside politicians and regulators inability to take action to replenish sand on our
beaches our vacation rental revenues are down significantly over the last several years. Further
damage and adding insult to injury would certainly occur by invoking restrictive occupancy
rules. Please consider this when contemplating your vote on the occupancy issue.
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stan <snielson4@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 7, 2019 3:55 PM
Shannon Vitale
Re: STR discussion at EDC Meeting March 12 @ 3pm

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Warning: External Source

I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive,biased against larger families and
exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests are all
family members:

The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa sleeper and one
person per twin bed.

This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow Oceanside
hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.

Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per bedroom. It is not
unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.

We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue generated
by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who have
for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.

Thank you, Stan Nielson
On Mar 7, 2019, at 6:46 PM, Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org> wrote:
Interested Party,
The Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the regulation of STRs
will be going before the Economic Development Commission (EDC) next Tuesday, March 12th at 3pm.
The meeting will take place in the City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the EDC to provide
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feedback and vote on the proposed STR Permitting Options Matrix prior to going forward to the
Planning Commission and City Council. Public testimony is welcome.
The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Economic Development Commission’s website:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/edc.asp
Thank you,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Thursday, March 7, 2019 9:22 PM
Shannon Vitale; Jeff Hunt; Jonathan Borrego
Fwd: STR RESTRICTIONS

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tracy Wilkinson <whitney-tracy@cox.net>
Date: March 7, 2019 at 8:42:39 PM PST
To: <Council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: STR RESTRICTIONS
Warning: External Source

I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too
restrictive,biased against larger families and exposes Oceanside to potential
litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests
are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two
people per queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair
business practice to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom
than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have
two queen beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with
two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and
STR owners, need the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The
occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who
have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation
dollars elsewhere.

Whitney Wilkinson
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:24 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: occupancy for Oceanside vacation rentals

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Darik Nielson <darik702@yahoo.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 5:54:37 AM PST
To: "council@oceansideca.org" <council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: occupancy for Oceanside vacation rentals
Warning: External Source
Council@oceansideca.org

To the City of Oceanside Council:
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory
committee is too restrictive, biased against larger families
and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I respectfully
suggest that you adopt the following formula, especially
when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per
Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa sleeper
and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It
would be an unfair business practice to allow Oceanside
hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs,
when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with
spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per bedroom.
It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two
existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach
area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue
generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy
proposed by the ad-hoc committee is way too restrictive and
1

should not be any different than that followed by hotels. My
family has vacationed in Oceanside since 1985, and now will
be forced to take our vacation dollars elsewhere.
Thank you,
Darik Nielsen
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cody Myler <codymyler13@gmail.com>
Friday, March 8, 2019 3:58 PM
City Council
Bad STR rule- you’ll mess everything up.

Warning: External Source

This is unfair and unwise to impose restrictions on revenue producing properties.
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive,biased against larger
families and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially
when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa
sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow
Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot
tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per
bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people
per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue
generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive.
Families who have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
Cody Myler
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:24 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: occupancy for Oceanside vacation rentals

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Darik Nielson <darik702@yahoo.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 5:54:37 AM PST
To: "council@oceansideca.org" <council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: occupancy for Oceanside vacation rentals
Warning: External Source
Council@oceansideca.org

To the City of Oceanside Council:
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory
committee is too restrictive, biased against larger families
and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I respectfully
suggest that you adopt the following formula, especially
when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per
Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa sleeper
and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It
would be an unfair business practice to allow Oceanside
hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs,
when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with
spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per bedroom.
It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two
existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach
area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue
generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy
proposed by the ad-hoc committee is way too restrictive and
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should not be any different than that followed by hotels. My
family has vacationed in Oceanside since 1985, and now will
be forced to take our vacation dollars elsewhere.
Thank you,
Darik Nielsen
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 12:39 PM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Occupancy proposal : For Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per
queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Devin Bennett <dnbennett4@gmail.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 12:29:46 PM PST
To: Council@oceansideca.org
Subject: Occupancy proposal : For Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per
queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
Warning: External Source

City of Oceanside Council I heave recently heard of the changes that may occur in Oceanside and would like the committee
to strongly consider the restrictiveness and biased new plan they are considering. I have a large
family (8 and we often travel with grandparents) and have vacationed in Oceanside for over 35
years. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee would force us to look elsewhere for
our vacation rentals.
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people
per queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
******** This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair
business practice to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom
than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax!!!!!!**********
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have
two queen beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with
two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.

The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive.
Thank you,
Devin Bennett
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 1:20 PM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Proposed changes of occupancy

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Devin Bennett <devinbennett@hotmail.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 1:04:16 PM PST
To: "Council@oceansideca.org" <Council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: Proposed changes of occupancy
Warning: External Source

City of Oceanside Council I heave recently heard of the changes that may occur in Oceanside and would like the committee
to strongly consider the restrictiveness and biased new plan they are considering. I have a large
family (8 and we often travel with grandparents) and have vacationed in Oceanside for over 35
years. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee would force us to look elsewhere for
our vacation rentals.
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people
per queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
******** This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair
business practice to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom
than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax!!!!!!**********
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have
two queen beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with
two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.

The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive.
Thank you,
Devin Bennett
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 8:33 PM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: CITY PROPOSAL

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Fran Morgan <morganjmj@gmail.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 6:14:32 PM PST
To: council@oceansideca.org
Subject: CITY PROPOSAL
Warning: External Source

Dear City Council:
My family and extended family have thoroughly enjoyed visiting your city for vacationing. Whether we
shop, visit the sites, or take part in the local recreation, we have always preferred the use of a beach
"home" rental because it provides tranquility and the ability for us all to stay together in a family
atmosphere. However, it has come to our attention that the City will place an occupancy limit of 2
people per bedroom on such rentals. This restriction is unacceptable and unreasonable! This would even
prevent a couple from having their baby or small children in the room with them. Even hotel rooms
allow more than this. Do you realize that if you enforce this proposal, you are prejudicing by restricting
visitors with more family members from having the ability to gather under one roof for the duration of
their vacation? This type of ambience (that only “home” rentals can provide) is more conducive to
enjoying each other’s company, which makes for a more pleasurable, relaxing and entertaining vacation,
not to mention a more affordable trip. There is no need for this ridiculous proposal. If this restriction is
passed, then we and our extended families will be forced into making plans to visit other beach cities in
the future. Therefore, I respectfully ask the City to reconsider this restriction.
Sincerely,
John and Fran Morgan and Family

-Commit to the LORD whatever you do, and your plans will succeed
-Proverbs 16:3
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God Bless,
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:23 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Terrible STR rules- Vacation Rentals

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Judi <judinielson@gmail.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 6:04:01 AM PST
To: Council@oceansideca.org
Subject: Terrible STR rules- Vacation Rentals
Warning: External Source
________________________________
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive, biased
against larger families and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the
following formula, especially when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen
sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to
allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the
identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds
per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up
to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need
the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc
committee is too restrictive. Families who have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be
forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
Thank you,
Judi Nielson

Sent from my iPhone
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judi <judinielson@gmail.com>
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:02 AM
Shannon Vitale
Re: STR discussion at EDC Meeting March 12 @ 3pm

Warning: External Source

I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive, biased against larger families
and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests are
all family members:

The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa sleeper and one
person per twin bed.

This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow Oceanside hotels
to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.

Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per bedroom. It is not
unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.

We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue generated
by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who have
for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.

Thank you,
Judi Nielson

Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 7, 2019, at 6:46 PM, Shannon Vitale <SVitale@oceansideca.org> wrote:
Interested Party,

1

The Short Term Rental (STR) Ad Hoc Committee and staff recommendations for the regulation of STRs
will be going before the Economic Development Commission (EDC) next Tuesday, March 12th at 3pm.
The meeting will take place in the City Council Chambers. Staff is recommending the EDC to provide
feedback and vote on the proposed STR Permitting Options Matrix prior to going forward to the
Planning Commission and City Council. Public testimony is welcome.
The agenda packet for the meeting is available on the Economic Development Commission’s website:
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/services/comms/edc.asp
Thank you,
Shannon
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 10:07 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: regarding home vacation rentals

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Kathleen Lightfoot <boatdocs@prodigy.net>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 9:32:01 AM PST
To: council@oceansideca.org
Cc: Kim Dillon <mjhdillon@aol.com>
Subject: regarding home vacation rentals
Warning: External Source

Dear City Council:
I was just informed that the City will restrict occupancy limits on home vacation rentals,
allowing only two people per bedroom. I believe this is unfair to our visitors and the owners of
beach front homes.
Is the City going to also limit the occupancy on the hotels as well? All hotels allow occupancy
per bed not by room. Example: A hotel room which has two queen or double beds allows four
people in the room (2 in each bed) and allows a roll away for the fifth person. (total of 5 per
room)
Both hotels and vacation rentals pay the same TOT tax which I fully comply and agree with
however, the City should not impose limits on vacation rentals and adopt the same limits as
hotels conduct their business allowing occupancy per bed and not per room.
This proposed restriction is unfair and will do harm to our visitors and most likely force them to
stay elsewhere.
The proposed restriction most likely reduce all business income in the City; as all visitors use our
restaurants, grocery stores, fuel stations, clothing & gifts stores, and recreational activities
throughout the area.
My guest prefer to stay under one roof as a family and can afford their family vacation by means
of vacation beach homes. I have never had one complaint and all guest are informed of the good
neighbor policy and fully comply with. My home has three bedrooms; one with a king bed, one
with a queen bed, one with two queen beds, and one sofa bed
The occupancy limit is ten. (Same as Hotels)
1

The restriction is unfair and clearly not justified by imposing it on vacation home owners.
I beg the City to consider this restriction and adopt the same occupancy limits as hotels.
Thank you for your consideration on this matter.
Kathleen Lightfoot, Home Owner
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:25 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Housing rentals

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Scott Bennett <scott@nextmeddx.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 5:28:33 AM PST
To: "Council@oceansideca.org" <Council@oceansideca.org>
Subject: Housing rentals
Warning: External Source

I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too
restrictive,biased against larger families and exposes Oceanside to potential
litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests
are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two
people per queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair
business practice to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom
than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms,
have two queen beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those
bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and
STR owners, need the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The
occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who
have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation
dollars elsewhere.

The link ed
image can not
be d isplay ed.
The file may
hav e been
mov ed,
ren amed, or
deleted.
Verify that
the link
points to the
correct file
and location.

Make it a Great Day!
Scott Bennett
801-403-7027
1

Scott@NextMedDx.com
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deanna Lorson
Friday, March 8, 2019 6:25 AM
Jonathan Borrego; Jeff Hunt; Shannon Vitale
Fwd: Occupancy formula

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Scott Bennett <sbennett11@me.com>
Date: March 8, 2019 at 5:27:17 AM PST
To: Council@oceansideca.org
Subject: Occupancy formula
Warning: External Source

I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too
restrictive,biased against larger families and exposes Oceanside to potential
litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially when the guests
are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two
people per queen sofa sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair
business practice to allow Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom
than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms,
have two queen beds per bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those
bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and
STR owners, need the revenue generated by our beach tourism industry. The
occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive. Families who
have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation
dollars elsewhere.

Make it a Great Day!
Scott Bennett
801-403-7027
Sbennett11@mac.com
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stan <snielson4@gmail.com>
Friday, March 8, 2019 4:00 PM
City Council
Terrible STR rules.

Warning: External Source

Vacation Rentals- you change things and you’ll mess up Oceanside for generations.
This is unfair and unwise to impose restrictions on revenue producing properties.
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive,biased against larger
families and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially
when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa
sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow
Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot
tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per
bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people
per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue
generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive.
Families who have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
Stanley Nielson
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Shannon Vitale
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stan Nielson <snielson@sunburstshutters.com>
Friday, March 8, 2019 4:03 PM
City Council
Goofy rule change for Vacation Rentals

Warning: External Source

This is unfair and unwise to impose restrictions on revenue producing properties.
I believe the occupancy formula suggested by the advisory committee is too restrictive, biased against larger
families and exposes Oceanside to potential litigation. I suggest you adopt the following formula, especially
when the guests are all family members:
The plan that should be adopted is: Two people per Queen or King bed, two people per queen sofa
sleeper and one person per twin bed.
This is the same formula granted to Oceanside hotels. It would be an unfair business practice to allow
Oceanside hotels to have more people per bedroom than STRs, when STRs are paying the identical tot
tax.
Like most Oceanside hotels rooms, many STRs, with spacious bedrooms, have two queen beds per
bedroom. It is not unreasonable to allow those bedrooms, with two existing beds, to allow up to 4 people
per bedroom.
We, The City of Oceanside, beach area merchants, beach area restaurants and STR owners, need the revenue
generated by our beach tourism industry. The occupancy proposed by the ad-hoc committee is too restrictive.
Families who have for decades vacationed in Oceanside will be forced to take their vacation dollars elsewhere.
Consider the damage that will result.
S. Nielson
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